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Price doesn't mean everything when it comes to golf clubs, but that doesn't mean you have to rush to the nearest yard sale for a set of $17 handmade me-down-shoes included. If you're willing to splurge (just a little), you can get away with a high-quality set that will endure every last mulligan. Here are a few to look for. DRIVERS: You want to hit it further than a tiger, but if all you
care about is distance, you'll spend too much time in the woods. Most companies such as the industry's best dogs are TaylorMade (R11, $399.99; Burner Superfast 2.0, $299.99) and Callaway (Razr Hawk, $399.99), feature technology that will help you hit it straight. If it's not on the budget, SC Offset Max from Cobra ($249) and Bazooka JMax Golden Driver from Tour Edge Golf
($129.99) are a solid choice. Find three trees and five wood to complete your set of metal rocks. These clubs will run about $50 less than the driver. IRONS: Notice terms such as game improvement and extended sweet spot. If you're not new to the total, Ping G15 irons or Nike VR Pro Combo irons are perfect if pricey, options at $899.99 each. But the development of hybrid clubs
(imagine the love of baby fairway wood and the impossibly-to-hit 3-iron) was the latest revolution in equipment. Hybrids make it easier to get out of the rough, and rookies spend a lot of time in the round. Cleveland Golf Launcher Combo Set has a 3-, 4-, and 5-hybrid and 6-iron through a pitching wedge. The Adams Idea Tech Combo set offers a 4-hybrid and 5-iron through a
wedge gap. Each set sells for about $399. WEDGES/PUTTERS: Still hooked on the distance-it-all myth? More than half of the shots the rookies take on the course come from within 100 yards of the green. Most starter kits include a pitching wedge. Now you need a wedge of sand to help you get out of the bunkers (don't call them sand traps); Cleveland Golf and Titleist make the
most popular wedges- each worth about $120. You don't need it yet, so choose Nike SV wedges ($69.99) or Adams Watson VII ($59.99). Putters come in about three forms: blade, hammer and alien motherhood. New models from Titleist Scotty Cameron or Odyssey can cost more than most drivers. They're fantastic, but it's too much of a scratch at the moment. Ping is the
patriarch of putter domination; You can get a blade from the Karsten Series for $89.99. The Odyssey 2009 White Hot Hammer XG is also a lot at $99.99. YOUR FEET: You'll walk about five miles during the round (more like a new hacker), so a pair of good golf shoes will help you improve your game from scratch. You can throw a bundle on old school saddle shoes, but don't
worry. Adidas rocks some of the best styles, notably Traxion Lite FM ($79.99). FootJoy, the leader of golf shoes ever since your great-grandfather was swinging Niblick, broke the tradition of creating a male street model that like skate sneakers ($89.99) and just as comfortable. YOUR SWING: Now that dropped some cash on shiny new sticks, learn to make them work. Your
buddies can offer a lot of advice, but their swing is not much better than yours. So tune them up and call the PGA of America pro help. Just plug in your zip code and find a teacher who will keep you under from being rude. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content on piano.io when buying for your first set of clubs, it is usually better to overspend than overspend. After all, once you know that you will be a long-term golfer, you will have plenty of time to upgrade - if you think it is necessary - later. Decide on your goals before you go shopping because identifying realistic goals will make shopping very
easier. For example, if you take the game just so you can play twice a year with your brother-in-law, there is no need to spend a lot of time, effort or money on choosing clubs. If you are wildly enthusiastic about golf and plan to play every chance you get, your sights can be set above. Before you can determine how much you are willing to spend and on what caliber of clubs, you
must honestly evaluate your dedication. Will you practice a lot? Are you ready to take golf lessons? If you answer no or probably not, then cheaper clubs are the way to go. The yes answer may be a sign that you are not aiming too high if you want something more expensive. If you are unsure of your commitment to golf, or if you have a history of adopting a hobby only to give it up
later, used clubs can be a good choice. They will be much cheaper, of course, than new ones. And because they will be much cheaper, they can be easily replaced later. Golf clubs can be very expensive. How much you are willing to spend may be due to how dedicated the game you think you will be. On the other hand, if you have a lot of money to spend and want top-line
equipment, go for it. A good option for many beginners, however, is looking for an inexpensive first set. So if you don't follow through with the game, you haven't spent a lot of money. The two basics of golf shafts, to which beginners should pay the most attention, are the composition of the shaft (steel or graphite) and the shaft flex (how much the shaft bends during the swing).
Graphite is lighter and can help generate swing speed; Steel is cheaper. Women and the elderly are more likely to benefit from graphite shafts with a softer bend. Young, strong men can go with regular or stiff shafts, but keep in mind that most teachers of pros say that many golfers use shafts that are too rigid. If your first set will be new, you might consider a club setup. Many
teachers do an in-depth club fitting that lasts 30-45 minutes. If you don't, then measured in a pro shop to make sure that the clubs you choose are well suited to your body type can't hurt. Standard, ready-made for golf clubs corresponds to a man who is 5 feet-10. If you're around this size, then the standard will probably work just fine. If much shorter or higher, get fitted. There's no
substitute for a good golf swing. But new golfers can make it easier on themselves by choosing clubs that target higher handicappers (also known as game-improving clubs). Choose irons that are weighted around the perimeter and cavity supported. Look at the hybrid sets, where long irons and sometimes the middle of iron are replaced by hybrid batons. Get a driver with more
loft, not less. Ignore what the Tour players are using. Focus on clubs with low centers of gravity and high moments of inertia. Any employee in a decent golf pro shop can help you choose clubs that match your skill level. Ask your golfing friends for their recommendations. Go to a professional store and ask for advice. Ask your friendly golf area pro. What would they recommend for
someone like you? It's a great way to get ideas. When you are finally ready to shop, make sure to shop around. The price and choice can range from one pro store (or department store, or garage sale, etc.) to another. Determine your price range and stick to the clubs you can afford. Woods, so-called because they used to be made of wood, are golf clubs that move the golf ball
far. Now they are made of metals such as steel or titanium. You can tell the wooden club is what it looks like. The head is large and rounded, and the bottom is flat, allowing the club to slide smoothly on the ground during the shooting. The woods are measured based on their loft, which is the corner of the club face. This angle controls the trajectory of the ball once it is hit and also
affects how far the ball will go. Higher dead forests have taller lofts. Higher measuring forests also have shorter shafts. Beginners will need a few scaffolding in their bag. One forest, also called a driver, is something you'll use to tee off most holes. Other common scaffolding to include in the bag are three and five forests, which are also called fairway forests because they are
commonly used on the second swing when you have to be on the fairway. If you are trying to limit the number of clubs in your bag as a beginner, go with one tree and three trees. You can add more as you get used to the sport. IronsIron clubs are used when you are closer to the green, usually when you are within 200 yards. You will use the higher iron closer you are to the green.
Iron sets include numbers three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine and a pitching wedge. Lower moderate irons tend to be harder to hit than higher moderate irons, which is why many choose to modify their set by replacing them with three and four irons with 7 and 9 woods since the woods result in comparable distances but are easier to hit. Wedges, including a pitching wedge,
are a special kind of iron. While the pitching wedge is likely to be included in the standard iron kit, you will need to Buy other wedges, such as a wedge of sand, a wedge of clearance and a ledge forehead, separately. Beginners don't need to worry about those three extra wedges, but they need a pitching wedge. All wedges have a short shaft and a tall loft, making them useful for
getting out of sand traps or hitting a tree. PuttersAll golfers must have a putter in their bag. The club serves one important goal: get the ball into the hole when you are on the green. Putter sticks come in three styles: traditional blade, heel or hammer. Beginners will want to choose a more forgiving option, which is a hammer. Standard clubs also vary in size from 32 to 36 inches.
Longer options are available if you find that you are unable to improve with a standard putter. Utility/hybridstility or hybrid golf clubs are a relatively recent development in both professional and recreational golf and are often called the best of both worlds. Utility/hybrid clubs combine fairway wood head design with iron-length shafts and are designed to replace the most affected
irons, including 2-, 3-, 4- and even 5-iron. These clubs are designed to go the same distance as irons, but with great forgiveness, making them a good choice for beginners. Look for a kit called a hybrid kit or a hybrid iron kit.
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